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Flying Season has started. Are you ready? Fletcher field is open and has seen a good bit of activity in the last couple of weeks. The field is 
drying rapidly and the dreaded Blackfly seem to have moved on to more fertile ground. The clubhouse has a fresh coat of paint and there are 
pilot cones for the electric flyers. 
 
Bob Hammett and Ted Mitchell has been busy and have been able to set up a New Message Board which will better serve to aid messages 
from those who are keen to fly on specific days. There are provisions for many forums and interests and pictures may also be shared. For 
those members with computers and the internet it will be a boon; for those without, it may be an incentive to leap into the new age of 
communification. 
 
LSF Activities are gaining momentum. We are finding out just how easy it is to meet the landing requirements! - Landing on the grass is easy 
– landing at a pre-assigned spot takes a little more skill. Otakar lead the charge with a super flight of some 18 minutes and also made one of 
his landings, Les Peer also logged his first landing. Bob Hammett is working on providing a landing tape for each of those members signed 
up for the program. If you have not yet signed up, give it some thought, because the more skilled we become the better. 
 
To celebrate the launch of the 2009 Flying Season Bob Hammett and I visited the Westover site to review the accessibility and signage 
requirements. The new MAAC safety code requires that warning signs be posted – Bob has acquired the signs and is in the process of 
organizing a work party to install and commission them. The entrance to the site has been renovated with some large rocks which require the 
agility of a mountain goat to traverse – this issue has been taken up with the appropriate authorities. The next order of the day is to organize a 
flying session at this excellent site (Winds need to be N or S for the best conditions). 
 
Also, do make sure to do your Pre-season airframe check – do it twice, make notes and try to fly safely. Batteries cycled and charged, 
Covering re-shrunk and repaired, Linkages checked for freedom of movement and lack of slop, wash out as needed on the wings, Servos 
checked for response and control, Wire harnesses checked for loose and frayed connections, Tow hook secure for launches and lastly Brain 
checked for operational functions. 
 
Updated Safety Rules – the latest revision of the Rules is posted on the website and you are urged to read and inwardly digest. For the less 
fortunate souls who do not have access to the website there will be an enclosure with this edition to Task that will contain a copy of the 
Safety Rules. 
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From Your Executive … May, 2009 
 
Greetings SOGGItes!  The flying season is now well underway. Dick Colley and I flew at Fletcher on May 2. The strong wind produced 
some high launches (700 ft +) according to the How High altimeter, but it was mostly down hill after that. The thermals were passing by at 
about 25 Km/hr. Typical flights lasted about 5 or 6 minutes in the cold air. The Fletcher field is still pretty moist, so be careful walking and 
wear dry shoes. 
 
Many short flights in turbulent conditions provided Dick and I with a good opportunity to practice our landings. SOGGI’s League of Silent 
Flight sessions, which many of us have been looking forward to will challenge us with duration flight tasks and precision landing tasks, of 
ever-increasing difficulty. 
 
Later the same day, Dick and I traveled to Westover and climbed the slope soaring hill. You will be amazed to hear that it was just as windy 
up there. We were able to see the Ontario springtime for miles from the top of that hill. We also saw quite a few head-sized rocks poking up 
through the grass. I have added “build a durable slope soarer” to my list of must-do’s. At the time of this writing, SOGGI still needs to get a 
couple of warning signs posted at the site before anyone flies there, in order to ensure that our members enjoy insurance coverage. From 
scattered comments, I understand that we have several members who would like to fly at Westover. However, the actual level of reported 
activity thus far remains zero. That could change if the interested members would get together. Contact me if you would like to form a special 
interest group for slope soaring. 
 
Sadly after about 15 years of constant abuse, my dear old hi-start is on its last legs. Too many breaks in the rubber and in the monofilament 
have been spliced with too many knots. The parachute is shredded, and the reel is warped, has a broken handle, and its axle squeaks. Still, the 
anchor spike is pretty good, and the bar-b-queue skewer that I use to restrain the parachute continues to perform. What my hi-start really 
needs is some freshening up. 
 
So I set about locating hi-start replacement parts. For sod farm flying, nylon monofilament is preferred because it is aerodynamically clean, 
and because it stretches elastically, capturing additional energy from the wind and then releasing that energy to the sailplane. It’s like adding 
10% extra length to the hi-start rubber, without adding any weight or drag penalty. Past experience shows that monofilament of at least 60 lb 
test strength is needed, or else line breakage becomes too frequent. In recent years the local fishing tackle suppliers have stopped stocking 
nylon monofilament above 50 lb. test strength. A range of zero-stretch products collectively known as “superline” has supplanted high-test 
monofilament, but superline has no elastic capacity. Thankfully, the Internet led me to an on-line store that still carries monofilament in 
various strengths up to and beyond 100 pounds test. Otakar and Warren Kelley also wanted monofilament so we shared a shipment. I would 
advise anyone else who thinks they may eventually want monofilament to buy it soon, because it is disappearing from the marketplace. 
 
For new hi-start rubber, Hobby Lobby appears to be one possible source. I have inquired whether their rubber is the preferred mandrel dipped 
latex type, as opposed to silicon tubing or extruded latex. Hobby Lobby also sells parachutes. 
 
Speaking of Warren Kelley, he, Sam Burke and I attended the Toledo R/C Exposition. We drove down and back in one day (Friday), sharing 
the driving duties and gas costs. Our border crossings were uneventful. This arrangement proved to be marginally cheaper than Flitecraft’s 
Saturday bus trip, although that bus trip does offer model airplane movies en route, plus you don’t have to drive the bus. Jack Linghorne 
drove separately and stayed longer than we did. One way or another, all of us will likely go to Toledo again next year in case you’d like to 
join us. 
 
This year’s Toledo show was well attended by the modeling public. The swap shop booths and the displays by major manufacturers equaled 
or surpassed previous years. A 1700 lb model rocket was displayed in addition to many museum quality aircraft models. Many bargains were 
to be had. I stocked up on bulk quantities of small fasteners, Dremel tool cut-off discs, a free standing self-lighted giant magnifying glass, and 
a Castle Creations “Castle Link”. If you were buying batteries or servo patch cords or brushless motors or any of the staggering arrays of 
digital devices, the savings paid for your trip. Jack showed me some literature that he picked up describing a kit for a low cost numerically 
controlled router that makes balsa and foam parts. 
 
On another note, SOGGI’s winter meeting schedule concluded in April. Several pieces of business have been carried over, and I am hoping 
that we can make some progress on those issues before our meetings resume in October. 
 
Service Awards: A committee has been struck, and will meet over the summer to pursue a variety of well-deserved service awards for certain 
past and present SOGGI members. I will be in contact with committee members to set a meeting date.  
 
A draft of a pictorial essay entitled “The Art of Radio Controlled Flight” has been tabled by Werner Hildesheim. It has the potential to be a 
strong fund-raiser for our club and I regard it as an important initiative. This essay is envisaged to serve several possible purposes; gift item, 
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new member orientation aid, club membership recruitment tool, and/or R/C soaring promotional material. Possible distribution venues could 
include sales to modelers through local hobby shops, souvenir sales to the public at special events, electronic distribution over our website, 
and gift shop sales. An editorial board has been proposed in order to clarify the aims of the document, and to finalize its content accordingly. 
 
The Brantford Airshow has found a new sponsor and is therefore alive again, scheduled for a day in early September. SOGGI needs to 
consider whether we wish to pursue a display at that event. Tony Baptist and Peter Clark have contacts at Brantford Airport and are checking 
into the availability of hangar space for our display. This will largely determine whether there is any point in contacting the Airshow 
organizing committee. 
 
That’s about it for now. I hope to see you at the flying field. 
 
Bob Hammett 
May 2, 2009 
 

SOGGI’s Participation at HeritageCon3 
 
February 22nd, 2009 at CWHM, Mount Hope ON 
Article by Bob Hammett 
 
HeritageCon is conceived as an annual one-day contest for plastic display models. It is held at the Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum and 
is hosted by IPMS Hamilton, a club that promotes the construction of those plastic display models.  
 
All proceeds from HeritageCon go to the Museum. SOGGI provided a display at this year’s HeritageCon3 event. At its peak, the event was 
well attended and parking in the museum lot was scarce. 
 
The Warplane Heritage Museum is a jewel. When you enter, sunshine streams in from a hundred windows, illuminating the ghost fleet. Their 
collection now consists of over 30 mostly-rare aircraft representing a hundred years of flying history. The CWHM takes pride that about a 
third of their aircraft have been restored to flying condition, and that the number is continually growing. The museum was created and 
thrives, mainly through voluntary gifts of time and treasure. 
 

The new museum building is (extremely) clean, spacious, well-
lighted, and fire-resistant. On sunny flying days, take a seat in their 
ground level cafeteria. Look out on the taxiway to see and hear 
heavy engines running magneto checks. Watch a Lancaster taxi out 
for take off. If you could bottle this and sell it, you’d be rich. 
 
Throughout the HeritageCon3 event, the public had relatively free 
access to see, touch and smell the collection. Museum tour guides 
answered questions, often from direct personal experience. On the 
Saturday evening prior to Sunday’s actual event, SOGGI members 
who set 
up our 
display 
were 
offered 
individ
ual 
cockpit 
tours of 

many of the aircraft. I sat in a CF100 cockpit and wiggled the joy stick. 
 
The HeritageCon3 event’s displays were contained in one half of the building, 
surrounded by some of the Museum’s own collection. IPMS displayed perhaps 2 
or 3 hundred assembled plastic models for judging, arranged by size and type into 
categories. Several vendors did a brisk business selling plastic model kits.  
The Canadian Armed Forces and SOGGI’s own display completed this year’s 
offerings. 
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Our booth employed two tables backed by two display boards. Our banner was accented with a collection of about twenty colour 8 ½ x 11 
photographs drawn from the SOGGI archives. Five R/C models were on display stands, illustrating the range of aircraft types flown by 

SOGGI. One computer ran a continuous loop of model aircraft 
historical (and other) videos while a second computer made the 
RealFlight model flight simulator available to the public. A variety of 
magazines, catalogues and construction plans were on hand for the 
curious. At all times we had at least two people available to meet and 

greet the public. Handing out our own brochure provided a 
conversation opener, and a chance to refer the guest to our website 
for additional information. Guests who displayed legitimate interest 
were also given a business card with our follow-up contact 
information. 
 
SOGGI should be proud of the team effort that went into our exhibit. Our display approached the high standards set by the museum’s own 
displays. SOGGI’s exhibit accurately illustrated the personal commitment, mental acuity, and craftsman’s skills demanded by our hobby-
sport. During the event, our booth staffers stood tall, and patiently explained our hobby and our club to the public. We reminded visitors and 
ourselves of the rich history of models that fly, and how this has also contributed to the development of full-scale aviation. It was my 
privilege to be associated with our club and our team. We looked pretty good! 
 
SOGGI approached HeritageCon3 with the following objectives: 
• Assess HeritageCon as a venue for attracting new members 
• Sign up new members 
• Prototype an exhibit for possible use at future events 
• Promote the flying-model hobby 
• Support the Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum 
 
The good level of general attendance at the event has already been noted and for our purposes we could not wish for any better location than 
the museum. Perhaps 20 visitors stopped by to chat with us. Of these, about 4 persons who had any knowledge of flying models inquired 
about SOGGI membership. Some may eventually follow through by joining us. None of our visitors had prior awareness of SOGGI’s 
existence, but now they do. They also know that we are locally unique, in that we specialize in silent flight. While it appears that our target 
audience of R/C soaring pilots was mainly absent, in other respects we met our objectives. 
 
 
We should be neither surprised nor disappointed in what may seem to be a limited response to our recruitment effort. We were the only flying 
model club represented at the event. Our recruiting prospects would improve if MAAC, other flying model clubs, and flying model vendors 
could be persuaded to participate in future HeritageCons. The event could then be promoted as a destination for flying modeler’s, all of this 
assuming that our hosts (IPMS and the Museum) would agreeable to that idea. The disappearance of the Toronto Hobby Show may have 
actually created a good local opportunity. 
 
We must thank the Canadian Warplane Heritage and IPMS Hamilton for their courtesy and their support of our efforts. We should also thank 
our own many members who contributed to the success of the event. 
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Minutes of the March 8, 2009 SOGGI Membership Meeting 
 
1) Welcome 
• 0 new-members/guests present … 10 members present … Coffee/cookies courtesy of Jim Laslet and Les Peer (Thanks!) Simulator was 

available in back room. 
 
2) Previous Minutes: (previously distributed … Peter C. absent) 
 
3) Treasurer’s Report: (Bob Thayer absent … returns in April) 
 
4) Fields: 
From February’s meeting and several subsequent discussions: 
• Derek is pursuing a meeting with McNally’s. Draft letter granting SOGGI permission to use Fletcher Rd has been written for McNally 

signature.  
• Don McConnell says Hamilton Conservation Authority requires a certificate showing them as a named-insured for Westover. City of 

Hamilton may need to be a named insured re Rockton Library. Peter Clarke has Cliff’s summary and will pursue on his return. 
• Dick F. believes that one “named insured” certificate could be issued naming all of the owners of properties used by SOGGI… 

McNally’s (Fletcher Rd), Schouten’s (Greens Rd), Hamilton Conservation Authority (Westover), Owner Unknown (Nebo), and City of 
Hamilton (Rockton Library). Peter C. please pursue this question with Zone Director Roy Rymer. 

 
5) Task, Web Site and Library: 
• Library (Les Peer) 

• Club winch missing or at Schouten’s? (Derek investigating) 
• Still missing CD’s and tapes. (If you haven’t looked for them, please do) 

Motion for a club bylaw was made by Dick Fahey, seconded by Stan Shaw and was passed by the membership, as follows: That ‘Club 
Librarian’ become a standing position, existing for the purpose of documenting the existence and whereabouts of SOGGI’s assets, and for 
managing the maintenance of those assets. 
• Website … Safety Rules have been posted on website (click on “Safety Rules” button). The updated version of the MAAC Safety Code 

can be found at http://www.maac.ca/docs/2007/maac_safety_code_v008sept30_08_english.pdf 
(Ted please update the corresponding link on our website. Thanks.) 

• TASK (Dick C)… Digitizing of back issues … Bob H and Warren K can do some. Dick please bring hardcopies to April meeting. Each 
TASK issue = one .pdf file 

• Encounters at HeritageCon3 suggest that our club does not have a high profile. TASK is an excellent newsletter. At discretion of our 
Editor, Dick C., members present suggested we send a copy to other local clubs, MAAC headquarters, hobby shops etc... Idea is to 
increase the number of referrals to SOGGI that potential new members receive from 3rd parties.  

 
6) Growing the Club 
• HeritageCon3: Bob H to send a photo of our display to Tony Hayes together with a thank you note. Those present agreed we made a 

good display, but the recruiting response was poor. Some local event with a higher degree of participation by Flying modelers would be a 
better venue. By default, SOGGI would need to lead that project. The 2009 Brantford Airshow will not occur per Tony Baptist. Tony 
will verify MAAC Insurance limitations vis-à-vis staging Flying Model Airshows. If insurance coverage is available, Tony will contact 
any suitable sites where a multi-club R/C airshow could be staged. 

• Pictorial Essay “The Art of Radio Controlled Flight” (Werner Hildesheim) … ongoing improvements. Bob H to e-mail Werner a Bob 
Thayer photo to electrify the cover page. 

• Business card from Bramalea R/C Flyers Inc. contains a number of good promotional ideas which we might borrow for our next 
brochure. Thanks Stan S. 

• SOGGI service award or MAAC Life Time Service Award discussion held over until Bob Thayer’s return (April). Next cycle of 
submissions to MAAC closes in December. 

 
7) Safety and Flight Instruction: 
• Rob Nelson has orange pylons for pilot station and will store in Club House. For mandatory use as per our February Meeting and as 

noted in SOGGI Safety Rules. 
• Revised SOGGI Safety Rules … Bob Thayer please control and record hardcopy distribution. 
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8) Events Calendar: 
• League of Silent Flight... (5) Participants filled out application forms. Their fees will need to be collected at April meeting where 

additional participants are expected. A Canadian agent for LSF (Gudmund Thompson?) may be the more correct recipient of these 
applications. (Otakar please follow up. I think Dick C. has contact info) 

• Dick C. will e-mail Rules for April’s Indoor Golf Contest, plus Les Peer’s airplane plan suitable for that contest. 
• Sanction applications for SOGGI 2009 outdoor contests (incl. F/F) have been sent (per Peter C). Stan has forwarded additional info to 

MAAC re flight tasks for inclusion in Model Aviation Canada Calendar of Events.  
• To promote our contests outside of our own club, we need to identify candidate participants, and follow up with an e-mail “brochure” … 

past event photos, map, driving directions, local eateries, entry cost, contest classes, rules, prizes etc, etc., etc. Pattern established by 
Warren K. for SOGGI F/F Social works well. 

 
9) New business: 
 
Show and tell … Thanks Stan S. for sharing some spare cooling fans and other goodies. Tony Baptist displayed his nearly complete flying 
replica of a UFO, which was seen by his brother in England. Dick C showed his nifty kit-built NiCad load-tester. Good stuff all. 
 
Minutes respectfully submitted by Bob Hammett. 
 

Minutes of the April 5, 2009 Membership Meeting 
 
19 members were present 
Coffee and cake courtesy of Otakar Koprnicky 
 
1- Meeting called to order at 2:03 
 
2-   Minutes of meeting held March 9, 2009 were put forward for errors or omissions and passed... 
 
3-Treasurers Report-Bob Thayer reported that the bank balance as of April 5, 2009 was $ 2546.01. Total expenses were $ 427.68 with net 
income amounting to $ 482.32. Bob indicated that of our 39 members only 21 had renewed their membership and that once all dues had been 
paid the club's income and bank balance would reflect higher amounts. 
 
Discussion then centered on the topic of late payment of dues. Several suggestions were made with regards the handling of late payments and 
penalties. Dick Colley moved that for 2009 members paying dues after May1 be subjected to a $10.00 penalty and that for 2010 dues paid 
after February 1 would be liable to a $ 10.00 penalty. Seconded by Stan Shaw. 
 
4- Fields- Bob Hammett reported that  McNally's have given written permission to SOGGI to use Fletcher Field subject to restrictions as 
ascertained at the time of operations by the landowner, P. McNally and Green Horizons Group of Farms. A certificate of insurance covering 
these two parties has been issued by Aon Reed Stenhouse Inc. through MAAC  under policy no. RLP 00041 with coverage until December 
31, 2009. 
Westover field-we are still waiting for contract to be sent from Don McConnell of the Hamilton Conservation Authority. Cliff English has yet 
to receive this contract. I will contact Don McConnell to resolve this situation in order to obtain clearance to use Westover. 
Dorothy Kuik at the Rockton library will be contacted re. Insurance coverage necessity. 
Roy Rymer to be contacted ASAP re. Group insurance question. 
 
5- Les Peer must be advised of all returned items in order to maintain an accurate listing of inventory. Some CD's and tapes are still missing. 
The club winch has been found and is now a part of inventory. 
Website- Library items now on separate page though message board still has a glitch. 
Task- Work is progressing on digitizing past issues... 
 
6- Growing the Club- A note of thanks sent to Tony Hayes with regards HeritageCon3 and comment was made that there is a need to include 
other RC clubs. 
Tony Baptist checking with MAAC to verify if insurance coverage is available for Flying Model Airshows featuring multi RC clubs. Tony 
will check possible suitable sites if coverage available. Discussions are still in progress on this matter. Information as to the status of the 
Brantford Airshow still up in the air! - awaiting update anytime. 
Werner Hildesheims pictorial treatise is ongoing. 
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SOGGI Service Award- This was introduced by Bob Thayer as a way for the club to express its appreciation and recognition of the members 
who had contributed much time and effort in furthering the aims and ideals of this club. These are members who both supported and 
promoted the club in all respects and were recognized for their individual achievements. In discussing the award it was generally felt that it 
does not necessarily have to be an annual one... Bob Hammett suggested that a committee be formed composed of members of the executive 
and a member in good standing... Stan Shaw came forward to represent the general membership. Submissions to MAAC for this award close 
in December. 
 
7-Bob Hammett spoke on the SOGGI Safety Rules Revision, January 29, 2009. Dick Colley was requested to produce this on the internet 
together with "TASK" edition. Also, the latest safety revisions must be given to all new members and accounted by Bob Thayer. 
 
League of Silent Flight- Otakar Koprnicky indicated he would be accepting applications for the Silent Flight program. Registration fee is 
$5.00 and is subject to change depending on registration numbers... 
 
Indoor Golf Contest- 10 members took part in this grand event which displayed all the expertise shown in the Masters and the astonishing 
designs of the X-planes from the Skunk Works! No casualties occurred despite a number of errant kamikaze - like flights. 
 
The winners were:   1st Place - Dick Colley with 9 shots 
 
                                        2nd Place - Stan Shaw with 10 shots 
 
                                        3rd Place - Dick Fahey with 11 shots 
 
Order was eventually restored! 
 

 
 
 

 

For Sale: 
 

For Sale: 
1 – Video Card AGP,   MSI RX9200  128MB DDR _______________________$10.00 

If you need to upgrade your computer to run the Real Flight G4 then this card might help. 
 

Contact:    Dick Colley      905-296-4027 
 

Reclaiming the North 
Pole 1 

Windswept 1 
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2009 SOGGI Executive 

President: Bob Hammett    (519)-759-1939 
  83, Locks Road, 
  BRANTFORD, Ont.     N3S 7L9 
 
Vice President: Otakar Koprnicky   (519)-740-9504 
  75, Hazelwood Cres. 
  CAMBRIDGE, Ont.  N1R 8A4 
 
Treasurer: Bob Thayer      (905)-336-3290 

4108, Millcroft Park Drive, 
BURLINGTON, Ont.  L7M 3V9 

 
Secretary: Peter Clarke    (519)-448-3232 
  1, Victor Blvd., 
  ST. GEORGE, Ont.      N0E 1N0 
 
Editor:  Dick Colley    (905)-296-4027 
  101, Braeheid Avenue 
  Waterdown, Ont.      L0R 2H5 
 
Deadline for July Issue of Task:  June 22nd 2009 
 

 2009 Calendar of Events  
2009 
•  
• June 20  Bud’s Golden Oldies  CD Stan Shaw 
• June 27  FAC Free Flight  CD Warren Kelley 
• July 18  Otto Bandman Club Day CD Stan Shaw 
• Sept 6  Big Bird Bash  CD Dick Colley 
•  
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2009 Flying Events - Combined List 
      

Date Event Location CD Name Phone: e-mail: 
Sunday, May 17, 2009 2 - Meter COGG Joe Banial 905-567-3925   

Saturday, May 23, 2009 

Sunday, May 24, 2009 
FERGUS 
Season opener 

Royland Flying 
Field 
Fergus  ON 

Jim Donnelly 519-941-1582 jp-donnelly@rogers.com 

Sunday, June 07, 2009 F5J Electic COGG Doug Pike     

Saturday, June 13, 2009 

Sunday, June 14, 2009 
SPRINGVALE 
Season opener Springvale Dick Colley 905-296-4027 colleydogge@execulink.com 

Thursday, June 18, 2009 

Sunday, June 21, 2009 
JR Aerotow 
Champlain, IL - - - - 

Saturday, June 20, 2009 Budd's Golden 
Oldies SOGGI Stan Shaw 

Les Peer 
519-763-7111 
905-275-5622 stanley.shaw@sympatico.ca 

Sunday, June 21, 2009 Open Man on Man COGG Doug Pike     

Saturday, June 27, 2009 Free Flight Fun Fly SOGGI Warren Kelley 905-822-0318 w_kelley@hotmail.com 

Saturday, June 27, 2009 

Sunday, June 28, 2009 
DMFV Cup 

Royland Flying 
Field 
Fergus  ON 

Stan Shaw 519-763-7111 stanley.shaw@sympatico.ca 

Saturday, July 11, 2009 

Sunday, July 12, 2009 
Skills Challenge 
Team Event Springvale Dick Colley 905-296-4027 colleydogge@execulink.com 

Sunday, July 12, 2009 Open Sailplane + 
RES COGG Doug Pike     

Saturday, July 18, 2009 Otto Bandman 
Club Day SOGGI Stan Shaw 

Les Peer 
519-763-7111 
905-275-5622 stanley.shaw@sympatico.ca 

Saturday, July 25, 2009 

Sunday, July 26, 2009 
CMAS Open 
Invitational Springvale Dick Colley 905-296-4027 colleydogge@execulink.com 

Saturday, August 08, 2009 

Sunday, August 09, 2009 
Aerotow Oakville MFC 

South Field Frank Pilih 416-251-1619 rider@virtuhost.com 

Saturday, August 15, 2009 Hand Launch COGG Ivan 
Mackenzie     

Sunday, August 16, 2009 Open Sailplane COGG Doug Pike     

Saturday, August 22, 2009 

Sunday, August 23, 2009 
Aerotow Springvale Dick Colley 905-296-4027 colleydogge@execulink.com 

Sunday, September 06, 2009 Big Bird Bash SOGGI Dick Colley 905-296-4027 colleydogge@execulink.com 
Saturday, September 12, 
2009 E-Sport Sailplane COGG Roy Bourke     

Saturday, September 12, 
2009 
Sunday, September 13, 2009 

Aerotow Arnprior Arnprior  
Galetta Field 

Gudmund 
Thomson 613-837-0848 gudmund@sympatico.ca 

Sunday, September 13, 2009 Open Sailplane COGG Doug Pike     
Saturday, September 26, 
2009 
Sunday, September 27, 2009 

Aerotow 
Royland Flying 
Field 
Fergus  ON 

Stan Shaw 519-763-7111 stanley.shaw@sympatico.ca 

 
 

 


